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Introduction & aims:  Compared to the majority 

of caves where air flow is caused by temperature dif-

ferences between the outside atmosphere and the air 

inside the cave, we do have so called barometric caves. 

The air flow of caves of this type is a result of atmos-

pheric air pressure changes. 

The question of the basic air flow mechanisms in 

barometric caves and the full size of both caves are the 

main aspects of a research project from the working 

group cave- and subway-climatology at the Ruhr-

University of Bochum (Germany). [1], [2] 

Genesis of air flow in barometric caves:  Air 

pressure variations in the outer atmosphere usually 

enter a cave system quite quickly through its openings. 

Air pressure increase leads to a rising pressure inside 

the cave, falling air pressure outside to a decrease of 

pressure within the cave. 

Short-term air pressure differences between the 

outer atmosphere and cave and air pressure exchange 

are not or hardly measurable in most cave systems. 

This holds especially true for small and middle-sized 

cave systems which either have a high number of open-

ings or caves with a few small openings where quick 

air exchange is not possible. Even big cave systems 

with big openings show a quick air pressure exchange, 

but the air flow is mostly not detectable. 

This is different for cave systems with an entrance 

that has a small cross section, compared to the size and 

volume of the cave behind the opening. The air ex-

change is restricted and a quick air pressure equalisa-

tion is not possible. This can be explained as follows: 

Starting with an even air pressure between cave and 

outer atmosphere, there is no equilibrating air flow.  

If a high pressure system exists, the air pressure is 

rising outside the cave and an air pressure difference 

between cave and outer atmosphere arises. If the rela-

tion between the cave entrance and the cave volume is 

not favourable, a direct adjustment of air pressure will 

be impossible and, as a result of this, a relative over-

pressure occurs outside the cave. This pressure differ-

ence – with a relative under-pressure within the cave – 

leads to equilibrating air flow into the cave. This con-

tinues as long as an equilibrium situation is reached. If 

air pressure is still rising, the pressure difference rises 

too and the air flow increases as a consequence. 

If the air pressure outside the cave is falling again 

the pressure difference between both systems decreases 

and the air flow speed decreases. In case these relations 

are even, air exchange stops. If the air pressure keeps 

falling, a higher pressure within the cave compared to 

that outside will result in the airflow being reversed 

from the cave to the outer atmosphere. 

This process lasts as long as either enough air has 

flown out of the cave (i.e. an equilibrium situation has 

been reached) or until the air pressure outside rises 

again. 

Passing and stationary pressure systems are macro-

scale features with meso-scale variations and not mi-

cro-climatical phenomena. Therefore they influence a 

whole region and the whole cave system. The compen-

sating air flow takes place at all cave openings at the 

same time. Rising air pressure outside means air flow 

into the cave, falling air pressure outside means air 

flow out of the cave. It is of no importance how many 

openings a cave has. The important factor is the rela-

tion of cave volume and the width of the cave open-

ings. The more the disadvantage between these factors, 

the more the compensational effects are noticeable and 

measurable. 

Furthermore, the cave structure and the macro and 

micro structures of the walls, which affect the turbu-

lence of the airflow, are responsible for the duration 

and strength of the air exchange. Especially longer-

lasting or very quick changes in air pressure, result in a 

rapidly rising pressure difference between cave air and 

outer atmosphere. This leads to long-lasting and in-

tense compensating air flow. 

If the cave structure represents one big unit, with 

wide corridors and halls, the compensating air flow can 

only be detected near the openings. If the cave struc-

ture is strongly jointed with several different parts, 

which are separated by narrow passage ways and tun-

nels, compensating air flows are detectable in many 

parts of the cave system. 

Barometric Caves on other planets:  But what 

does all this mean to extraterrestrial caves? 

Regarding the caves in general, the influencing fac-

tors are the same as on the earth. The bigger the cave 

and the smaller the entrance, the stronger will be the 

expected affects. Major differences will depend on the 

density of the atmosphere and on the characteristics of 

the weather. Here the following factors need to be 

taken into account: 

 The density of the atmosphere 
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 Atmospheric pressure differences 

 Appearance of a diurnal climate, seasonal 

climate or specialities as a function of rotation 

and revolution. 

In a thinner atmosphere the described balance will 

be considerably weaker due to a lower air density and 

weaker weather pattern. Contrary in a denser atmos-

phere stronger compensating effects can be expected. 

Here the changing viscosity of the atmosphere and 

mechanisms inside the cave need to be taken into ac-

count. 

An example is the influence of melting or sublimat-

ing ice masses inside the cave by inflowing warm air or 

temporarily active thermal effects from inside the spe-

cific planet. 

In the presentation previous research on earth and 

the inferred conditions and possibilities for caves on 

other planets are mentioned and put up for discussion. 
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